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Abstract: Due to space environment interference, imperfect data processing model, and the perfor-
mance of atomic clocks, real-time satellite clock products often contain outliers or irregular biases.
We propose a real-time linear moving short-term prediction algorithm to predict clock offsets and
detect abnormalities. The proposed algorithm mainly includes phase/frequency anomaly detection
and real-time prediction part. Both the phase and frequency domains are used to detect abnormal
clock offsets with previous epochs for building the clock prediction model accurately. The real-time
moving prediction module utilizes the high short-term prediction performance to check the clock
abnormality. The performance of the algorithm is then evaluated for all satellites with real-time
estimated satellite clock offsets. To verify the feasibility and effectiveness of the proposed linear
moving model and algorithm, the results of the grey model GM(1,1) and the ARIMA model are also
compared. The experimental results indicated that the algorithm can detect clock outliers, frequency
modulation, and phase jumps, and the linear model has a better clock performance improvement.
After the abnormalities are removed with the proposed algorithm, the average STD accuracy of
the real-time clock offsets for all satellites is improved by 15.5%, compared to an improvement of
11.4% by the GM(1,1) model and 11.5% by the ARIMA model. The PPP results demonstrate that the
proposed clock prediction algorithm improves the positioning accuracy by 8.1%, 13.3%, and 16.9% in
the east, north, and up components, respectively.

Keywords: satellite clock offsets; BDS; short-term prediction algorithm; real-time process; outlier
detection; linear model

1. Introduction

With the completion of the networking of the Chinese Beidou satellite navigation
system (BDS), positioning navigation and timing (PNT) technology has been increasingly
applied in many fields [1,2]. Some scholars demonstrate that satellite clock offset is one of
the core products of this technology, and some scholars provide effective data for evaluating
the performance of onboard satellite atomic clocks [3,4]. The effective and reliable clock
offset product is a prerequisite for clock offset prediction and atomic clock performance
evaluation and the key to achieving high-precision positioning [5–7]. However, other
scholars point out that owing to various uncertain factors, such as the clock estimation
strategy, poor precision of the satellite orbit products [8], the performance of the atomic
clock, and the influence of the space environment, the estimated clock data often contain
outliers or irregular biases, which will have a serious impact on the Precise Point Position
(PPP) and other applications. Therefore, it is necessary to deal with abnormal clock offsets.

Common methods to detect these abnormal values can be divided into two categories. The
first category is the direct detection method. Some scholars [9,10] proposed the Bayesian, median,
Allan, and other expansion methods to detect outliers. Other scholars develop the second
category, including indirect detection methods, by establishing suitable clock offset models
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based on the data and using prediction models to detect abnormal values, such as the semi-
parametric mean-shift model [11,12], an autoregressive moving average model (ARIMA) [13,14],
outlier repair model based on the convolutional neural network [15,16], and other clock offset
prediction models [17–19]. Some methods with clock offset models to detect outliers have
gradually been recognized by most scholars. However, there are also many defects among the
above methods. For example, although the median method is simple and convenient, it is not
sensitive to small gross offsets. The Bayesian method is cumbersome in the iterative update
weight process. The ARIMA model can deal with the phase outlier with frequency data, but
it needs to go through a complicated sampling process and multiple iterations. GM(1,1) is a
method to get the approximate exponential law from the original data, but it is only suitable for
short-and medium-term forecasting or for forecasting the approximate exponential growth [20].
The convolutional neural network model needs to convert the data into an image first to
identify and deal with outliers, and it must extract training samples. Generally, the second
type of detection method has better recognition and processing of outliers than the first, but
there are also a series of problems, such as cumbersome processes and easy misjudgments.
At present, these existing methods are not sufficient to recognize and deal with abnormal
real-time BDS clock offsets since most of the above methods for detecting outliers are based on
post-processed products rather than real-time BDS clock offsets. Besides, validation experiments
often artificially introduce phase disturbances and then detect them according to their respective
proposed models.

In this study, we propose an efficient linear moving real-time short-term prediction
model algorithm in both frequency and phase domains to deal with abnormal real-time
BDS clock offsets. Moreover, the grey model GM(1,1) and the ARIMA model are used
for comparison with the moving short-term clock prediction algorithm. The linear clock
offset prediction model and the phase/frequency detecting function are first established.
Subsequently, the real-time sliding prediction is initiated, and the threshold is set according
to the fitting accuracy to determine whether the clock offset is abnormal. Next, real-
time BDS clock data are used to conduct experimental validation. Finally, the algorithm
performance is verified with the standard deviation (STD) precision of the detected clean
BDS clock offsets compared with the final products provided by the Wuhan university
analysis center (WHU), and the positioning accuracy is validated with the PPP method.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Linear Clock Prediction Model and Prediction Threshold Set

The outlier detection algorithm is mainly based on the clock prediction model. Thus, the
function model of the clock prediction and the rule of outlier detection is proposed in detail as
follows. Furthermore, ARIMA and GM(1,1) proposed in detail could be seen in reference [21].

The BDS onboard satellite clock has good short-term frequency stability characteristics,
and the period terms have a small impact on short-term clock fitting and prediction [22,23].
Thus, the clock offset variation can be expressed with a linear model. We propose a linear
model for short-term clock offset prediction, which can be denoted as follows:

yi = ati + b + ε(i) (1)

where ti is the epoch time at the i epoch; y is the known real-time clock offset estimated in
a real-time way when fitting the clock model; a and b are the model parameters, which are
the frequency and phase of the atomic clock, respectively; and ε(i) is white noise. To solve
these parameters, the observation equation is constructed as follows:

V = AX − L (2)
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where V is the residual vector, A is the coefficient matrix, X is the parameter matrix to
be solved, and L is the clock offset matrix. According to the least-squares method, the
parameters can be estimated as follows:

ˆ
X =

(
AT A

)−1
AT L (3)

where A =

 t1 1
...

...
tn 1

, L =

y1
...

yn

,
ˆ
X =

[
a b

]T ; yn is the clock offset corresponding

to the fitted epoch. Using (1) and (3), the prediction value can be obtained with the
estimated parameters.

To avoid the influence of abnormal clock offsets, we use both the phase and frequency
domains to detect outliers among the clock offsets at previous epochs for accurately building
the clock prediction model. Since the clock frequency, which is the first derivative of the
clock phase versus time, is easy to identify outliers, the first step is to convert the clock
phase data of all satellites into frequency data. The formula is as follows:

fi = (yi − yi−1)/(ti − ti−1) (4)

where fi is the frequency of the epoch i.
The frequency data are passed into the frequency anomaly detection function. The

main steps of the function are described below. First, the standard deviation of the frequency
data is calculated as follows:

sigma =
√

n−1 ∗ ∑( fi − ave)2 (5)

where ave is the average value of all frequency data, and n is the total number of frequency data.
Then, the maximum value of the frequency data fm is computed with the formula

fm = MAX( f abs( fn − ave)). According to different satellite orbit types, different thresh-
olds could be designed as follows.

Threshold =

{
µ ∗ sigma + ηorbit, hour-boundary epochs
µ ∗ sigma, other normal epochs

(6)

where Threshold is the defined detection threshold. µ = 3 defines the tolerance of random
errors, ηorbit is empirical hour-boundary bias, and different MEO/GEO/IGSO orbit types
are set different values such as 0.016 × 10−9, 0.033 × 10−9. For MEO satellites in the real-
time clock estimation process, the orbit error seems too small to consider setting another
empirical threshold. The reason for setting different hour-boundary biases is that the
real-time satellite clock is estimated with the hourly updated ultra-rapid orbit, and the
IGSO/GEO satellite absorbs larger hour-boundary orbit error than the MEO satellite. Too
large clock bias should be deleted since it will affect the positioning result due to large
interpolation errors. Thus, this algorithm can automatically regulate the detection threshold
to a reasonable range at hour-boundary epochs or other normal epochs.

The equation for judging whether the detected clock offset exceeds the limit is
as follows:

f abs( fm − ave) > Threshold (7)

If Equation (7) is satisfied, fm will be identified as an abnormal frequency point.
Then, the next maximum frequency point is continuously detected until there is no
abnormal frequency.

The second step of the algorithm is to complete the real-time clock offset fitting
model. Some previous epochs are imported for building a preliminary fitting model, and
the corresponding residuals are checked whether contain abnormal values before clock
prediction. The clock detection threshold in the phase domain can be computed by the root
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mean square error (RMS) of the fitting clock residual and the empirical hour-boundary bias.
The calculation formula of the RMS accuracy is as follows:

RMS =
√

n−1 ∗ ∑(yi − xi)
2 (8)

where RMS is the root mean square offset, yi is the known clock offset, xi is the fitting
value, and n is the total number of the fitting epoch.

After the short-term clock model is built, the real-time clock prediction can be carried out
by a moving window with one epoch step. Finally, it is determined whether the predicted clock
exceeds the threshold range. If so, it is eliminated. Otherwise, it moves forward one epoch, and
fitting–prediction–detection is performed again until there is no new epoch.

2.2. Linear Moving Short-Term Clock Prediction and Anomaly Detection Algorithm

A linear moving short-term clock detection algorithm is proposed to control the clock
abnormalities and has been embedded into the real-time clock estimation program. The
algorithm mainly contains three steps, as shown in Figure 1. The first step is to obtain real-
time estimated satellite clock offsets of some previous epochs as the input of the abnormal
clock detection at the current time. To fit the clock model precisely, we convert them to
frequency data for outlier detection. Secondly, the linear clock model is fitted with a sequential
least-squares adjustment, and the quality control is also carried out in the phase domain.
Thirdly, the clock offset at the current epoch is predicted with the fitted model. Since the
prediction time length is very short, the predicted clock offset is accurate enough to check the
estimated clock offset. After all satellite clock offsets are detected at the current epoch, the
algorithm procedure moves forward and is repeated at the next new epoch. Only real-time
estimated clocks are used to build a clock prediction model during the detection procedure. If
abnormal clock values are identified and removed correctly, the clock difference time series
will have less fluctuation, and the STD of the differences will be improved.

Figure 1. Flowchart of the linear moving short-term clock prediction and detection algorithm at one epoch.
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3. Experiments, Results, and Discussion
3.1. Abnormal Values in the Estimated Real-Time BDS-2/BDS-3 Clock Offsets

To verify the effectiveness of the linear moving short-term clock detection algorithm,
the clock precision before detection and the steps of the algorithm need to be described. This
section mainly introduced real-time clock sources and origin precision and also described
the algorithm in detail.

The real-time BDS-2/BDS-3 satellite clock offsets with a sampling interval of 30 s from
3–9 January 2021, which are estimated with the overlapping B1I/B3I signal using a global
station network and the WHU ultra-rapid orbit products, are selected as the known clock
offsets for detecting abnormal clock offsets. The real-time clock estimation program is
developed by us and has good product performance [24]. To explain the abnormal values
in the estimated BDS-2/BDS-3 clock offsets and evaluate the accuracy improved by the
abnormal clock detection, the differences between our real-time estimated clock and the
WHU final clock product are computed [25]. The final product of WHU is based on the
global station, which adopts the post-processing method. The precise orbit, troposphere,
and ambiguity parameters are processed first, and then these parameters are fixed by an epoch
loop to solve the clock difference parameters. So, the WHU final clock product with better
accuracy is treated as the true value since it is obtained in a post-processed way with the
final orbit product. To remove the influence of different clock datums between these two
products, the clock offsets of the reference satellite C19 are deducted from other satellite
clock offsets. The clock difference time series of the C05, C06, and C24 satellites from GEO,
IGSO, and MEO, respectively, are first presented in Figure 2. The average STD of all satellite
clocks is presented in Figure 3.

Figure 2. Clock difference of the C05, C06, and C24 satellites between real-time estimated clock offsets
and WHU final products.

The BDS satellite atomic clock should have high-frequency stability, and its short-term
phase variation should have shown a linear law. However, the real-time clock offsets are
obtained by estimating with a global station network with ultra-rapid orbit products. The
real-time estimated clock offset products inevitably contain some anomalies, such as gross
offsets, phase jumps, and missing data. These abnormal values are mainly due to the
influence of orbital error, other unmodeled errors, or poor observation error during the
clock estimation process, resulting in a part of irregular orbital errors or outliers absorbed
into the real-time clock offset. Figure 1 shows that the amplitude of the C05 sequence has
the largest fluctuation, with an obvious jump phenomenon at the hour boundary. The
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C06 and C24 satellites have small fluctuation amplitude, but there are still some abnormal
clock offsets.

Figure 3. Average STD of the real-time estimated BDS-2/BDS-3 satellite clock.

Figure 2 shows that there are 31 satellite clocks including 5 GEO satellites, 6 IGSO
satellites, and 20 MEO satellites. The MEO satellite has the highest accuracy of approxi-
mately 0.043 ns. The STD accuracy of the IGSO satellite is approximately 0.088 ns, while the
GEO satellite has the lowest STD accuracy of approximately 0.208 ns. Due to the influence
of larger GEO orbit errors, the accuracy of clock estimation is lower than that of MEO and
IGSO satellites [26].

3.2. Three Kinds of Typical Abnormal Real-Time Clock Offsets and Detection Algorithm Validation

To illustrate the performance of the proposed abnormal clock detection method, three
kinds of typical abnormalities are first selected to validate the algorithm. The experimental
analysis of all real-time BDS-2/BDS-3 satellite clock offsets from 3 to 9 January 2021 is
carried out first, and then validation experiment and results analysis are carried out to
assess the performance improvement with the proposed linear method. As a comparison,
the results of the GM(1,1) and the ARIMA model are also presented in this section. The
clock prediction performance of the linear model is evaluated with different prediction
time lengths and compared to the other two models.

The abnormal real-time estimated satellite clock offsets must be detected and removed
since these abnormalities could cause large positioning errors in PPP applications [27]. The
linear moving clock detection algorithm embedded into real-time clock estimation is thus
proposed to solve the issue. To validate the effectiveness of the detection algorithm, three
kinds of typical abnormal real-time clock offsets, such as outliers, frequency jumps, phase
jumps, and so on, are taken as examples.

The first example uses the real-time estimated clock offsets of the IGSO satellite C06
on 8 January 2021 and the MEO satellite C24 on 5 January 2021 to illustrate the detection of
clock outliers. The frequency detection is more effective than the phase for some isolated
outliers since the normal satellite atomic clock frequency is stable during a short-term
period. The frequency data and outlier detection results are shown in Figure 4. The blue
line shows that most frequency data are stable, and some large frequency points denoted
with the green line are detected as outliers. The C06 frequency presents larger fluctuations
than the C24 at the hour boundary due to large hourly updated IGSO orbit error. The
frequency detection algorithm module can detect hour-boundary biases and remove the
corresponding outliers.
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Figure 4. Frequency data of C06 and C24 satellite clocks and the outlier detection results.

The second example presents the abnormal clock offsets of the GEO satellite C02
caused by frequency modulation on 6 January 2021. Figure 5 shows the frequency modula-
tion on the C02 satellite and abnormal clock detection results. The top and bottom panel is
the frequency and phase time series, respectively. As shown by the green line, the proposed
algorithm can correctly identify abnormal clock offsets caused by frequency modulation
and eliminate abnormal parts. The phenomenon lasts about three hours leading to an
obvious trend in the frequency data and a parabolic trend in the phase data. The abnormal
clock offsets should be remarked unavailable after the frequency modulation happens to
avoid the adverse influence on the PPP.

Figure 5. Frequency modulation on the C02 satellite and abnormal clock detection results in the fre-
quency (top) and phase (bottom) domains. The frequency modulation causes the real-time estimated
clock offsets to be unavailable after about UTC 11:00.

The third example presents the abnormal clock offsets of the GEO satellite C03 caused
by phase modulation on 5 January 2021. Figure 6 shows the phase jump on the C03 satellite
and abnormal clock detection results. The top and bottom panel is the frequency and phase
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time series, respectively. The frequency data at the hour boundary fluctuates significantly,
but the time series from UTC 05:00 to 06:00 varies stable. The frequency detection part
is not effective for the phase jump. However, it can be detected by the phase detection
part since all phase data during this period deviate from the primary variation trend. The
clock jump value is approximately 10 ns. The phase jump will cause a large interpolation
error, which can affect the positioning performance. Therefore, the short-term abnormal
clock offsets caused by the phase jump should be detected. As shown by the green line,
the proposed algorithm can detect abnormal clock offsets, including large outliers and
phase jumps.

Figure 6. Phase jump on the C03 satellite and abnormal clock detection results in the frequency (top)
and phase (bottom) domains. The phase jump causes the real-time estimated clock offsets to be
unavailable from UTC 05:00 to 06:00.

3.3. Improvement of Clock Performance after Removing Abnormal Values

To reflect the performance of the linear moving short-term clock detection algorithm,
the improved STD accuracy of the real-time estimated satellite clock offsets is assessed in
this section after the abnormal clock values are removed. First, the GEO satellite C05, the
IGSO satellite C06, and the MEO satellite C24 are selected to analyze the improvement
of the clock STD accuracy each day. Secondly, the assessment of average real-time clock
performance improvement of all days is carried out on all satellites. The results of the
abnormal real-time satellite clocks detected with the grey model and the ARIMA model,
respectively, are also compared to the proposed method.

Figure 7 shows the daily improvement of the C05, C06, and C24 clock offsets by the
proposed linear model and the comparison with the grey model and the ARIMA model.
Abscissa is the day of the year (DOY). For the C05 satellite, the average improvement is
0.064 ns, 0.055 ns, and 0.065 ns, respectively, for the linear model, the grey model, and the
ARIMA model. The most obvious improvement is on 4 January 2021, reaching 0.126 ns,
0.112 ns, and 0.119 ns, respectively, for the three models since large abnormal clock offsets
are removed. The C06 satellite average improves 0.023 ns with the linear model, and it
is 0.015 ns and 0.013 ns for the grey model and the ARIMA model, respectively. The C24
satellite has a small improvement since the MEO satellite clock offsets have fewer outliers
due to good orbit products. Compared to the other two models, the linear model has a
better clock performance improvement for these satellites of different orbit types.
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Figure 7. Daily clock STD accuracy improvement of the GEO satellite C05, the IGSO satellite C06,
and the MEO satellite C24.

To comprehensively assess the STD accuracy of the real-time satellite clock offsets after
removing the abnormal values, the average improvement of each satellite with these three
models is presented in Figure 8. The clock improvement distribution of different orbit types
with the proposed method is also shown in Figure 9 to illustrate the effect of controlling
abnormal clock offsets. The overall clock STD improvement percentage of the three orbit
types is summarized in Table 1. As shown in Figure 9, a total number can be obtained
by calculating the STD accuracy of the clock per hour per satellite. For MEO satellites,
the number of improvements per 0.002 ns range divided by this total number is the ratio
shown in Figure 9. For GEO and IGSO satellites, 0.020 ns and 0.005 ns are set, respectively.

Figure 8. Average clock STD improvement and the percentage of each satellite with the three models.
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Figure 9. Frequency histogram of the clock STD improvement of the GEO, IGSO, and MEO satellites
with the linear model.

Table 1. Average STD improvement of the GEO, IGSO, and MEO satellites with the three models.

Orbit Type Linear Model GM(1,1) ARIMA

GEO 22.4% (0.048 ns) 17.1% (0.037 ns) 20.1% (0.048 ns)
IGSO 16.9% (0.014 ns) 10.7% (0.009 ns) 9.7% (0.009 ns)
MEO 5.9% (0.002 ns) 1.5% (0.001 ns) 2.8% (0.001 ns)
BDS-2 19.7% (0.032 ns) 13.9% (0.023 ns) 14.9% (0.029 ns)
BDS-3 5.9% (0.002 ns) 1.5% (0.001 ns) 2.8% (0.001 ns)

Figure 8 shows that the proposed linear moving clock detection method has a better
performance than the other two models in general and shows varying degrees of improve-
ment for the satellites of different orbit types. The average STD accuracy of all satellites is
improved by 15.5% from 0.078 to 0.066 ns with the linear model, while the grey model and
the ARIMA model are 10.3% and 11.5% by 0.008 ns and 0.009 ns, respectively. The BDS-2
satellites have a significant improvement with 19.7%, 13.9%, and 14.9% for the linear model,
GM(1,1), and ARIMA, respectively. While BDS-3 STD accuracy improved by 0.002 ns,
0.001 ns, and 0.001 ns for the three models. Additionally, the GEO satellite has the most
significant improvement, then the IGSO satellite and the last is the MEO satellite. Figure 9
shows that most experimental results of the GEO satellite uniformly distributed within
accuracy improvement of 0.08 ns, it is 0.03 ns and 0.008 ns for the IGSO and MEO satellite,
respectively, with the proposed linear model. The average STD improvement is 0.048 ns,
0.014 ns, and 0.002 ns for the GEO, IGSO, and MEO satellites, respectively, with the linear
model. For comparison, the GM(1,1) improves by 0.037 ns, 0.009 ns, and 0.001 ns, while the
ARIMA improves by 0.048 ns, 0.009 ns, and 0.001 ns for these three kinds of orbit types.
Table 1 shows the corresponding percentage of improvement in STD accuracy relative to
the real-time estimated clock products. This indicates that the algorithm greatly improves
the accuracy of the real-time estimated satellite clock offsets, and its detection performance
is better than the grey model and the ARIMA model.

3.4. Performance of the Real-Time Linear Clock Prediction Algorithm

The core part of the algorithm is the clock prediction model, and good clock prediction
performance is the premise of detecting outliers correctly. To further validate the proposed
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method, the prediction accuracy of the linear model is evaluated for different clock predic-
tion time lengths. The fitting model is built with 20 min clock offset data, and the prediction
time length is 0.5 h, 1.0 h, and 2.0 h, respectively. According to the predicted residuals of
the three models, the RMS accuracy is computed and shown in Figures 10 and 11.

Figure 10. Clock accuracy of predicting 0.5 h, 1.0 h, and 2.0 h satellite clock offsets with the linear
model, the grey model, and the ARIMA model.

Figure 11. Average clock prediction accuracy for different prediction time lengths with the three
models for different orbit types.

Figure 10 reflects the average RMS accuracy of the predicted clock offsets for each
satellite with three models, and the corresponding average accuracy for three orbits is
shown in Figure 11. In general, the clock prediction accuracy of the GEO and IGSO
satellites is worse than the MEO satellites, which is consistent with the above results. The
linear model has the best average prediction accuracy, which is 0.214 ns, 0.687 ns, and
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1.284 ns for the prediction time length of 0.5 h, 1.0 h, and 2.0 h, respectively. The three
orbits’ average prediction accuracy for the GM(1,1) is 0.360 ns, 1.166 ns, 1.768 ns, and
0.263 ns, 1.090 ns, 1.359 ns for the ARIMA model. Besides, the precision of BDS-2 and
BDS-3 clock prediction is also consistent with the above. BDS-2 obtains average RMS of
0.289 ns, 0.839 ns, and 1.465 ns for the prediction time length of 0.5 h, 1.0 h, and 2.0 h,
respectively. While BDS-3 gets 0.153 ns, 0.569 ns, and 1.099 ns with the linear model.
Furthermore, BDS-2 could reach 0.613 ns, 1.317 ns, 1.917 ns, 0.369 ns, 1.327 ns, and 1.655 ns
for GM(1,1) and ARIMA with 0.5 h, 1.0 h, and 2.0 h prediction time length. In contrast,
BDS-3 gets 0.149 ns, 0.961 ns, 1.500 ns, 0.175 ns, 0.857 ns, and 1.071 ns with a different
model. With the increase of the prediction time length, the accuracy of the predicted clock
offsets decreases. Thus, it is necessary to adopt the moving short-term clock prediction
method for maintaining good prediction accuracy. The clock prediction performance shows
that the linear model is more suitable for predicting and detecting abnormal satellite clock
offsets in the proposed method.

3.5. PPP Validation

To verify the effectiveness of the proposed method, the real-time kinematic PPP
is carried out with the real-time estimated satellite clock products before and after the
abnormal clock detection. The PPP model and parameters are displayed in Table 2. Six
IGS stations are selected, and the distribution is shown in Figure 12. The undifferenced
BDS B1I/B3I phase and code ionosphere-free combination observations and the WHU
ultra-rapid orbit products are used in the PPP processing model. To avoid the influence of
day-boundary orbit error, the PPP experiment starts from the UTC 2:00 to 22:00 on each day.
The daily positioning error of the PPP in the east, north, and up components is computed
with respect to the post-processed IGS reference coordinates, and an example of the station
PTGG on 4 January 2021 is shown in Figure 13. The average RMS accuracy of all days is
presented in Figure 14, and the accuracy improvement is shown in Table 3.

Table 2. Models and parameters for PPP.

Items PPP

Observations Undifferenced B1I/B3I phase and code
ionosphere-free combination observation

Elevation mask 10◦

Observation weight Elevation-dependent weight, 1 for E > 30◦

otherwise 2sin(E)

Phase-windup effect corrected

Satellite antenna phase center and variation igs14_2136.atx

Receiver antenna phase center and variation igs14_2136.atx

Station displacement Solid Earth tide, pole tide, ocean tide, loading:
IERS Convention 2010

Relativistic effects Corrected: IERS Convention 2010

Items PPP
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Figure 12. Station distribution for PPP validation.

Figure 13. Positioning errors of the real-time kinematic PPP at the station PTGG on 4 January 2021.

Figure 13 shows that the position errors of the station PTGG are improved significantly
from UTC 14:00 to 17:00. This is because many abnormal clock data are detected and
removed during this period by the abnormal satellite clock detection. The RMS accuracy in
east, north, and up components is improved by 0.004 m, 0.009 m, and 0.026 m, respectively.
In general, the horizontal direction improved by 0.010 m. Figure 14 and Table 2 show that
the average RMS accuracy with the original real-time clocks amounts to 0.099 m, 0.045 m,
and 0.130 m in the east, north, and up components, respectively, while the corresponding
accuracies of 0.091 m, 0.039 m, and 0.108 m are achieved with the clocks after removing
abnormal values. In comparison, the improvement is 8.1%, 13.3%, and 16.9%, respectively.
In other words, the precision of horizontal direction could improve by 8.3% after clock
outliers detection. This demonstrates that the abnormal clock detection algorithm could
improve the positioning quality of the real-time estimated satellite clock.
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Figure 14. Average RMS accuracy of the real-time kinematic PPP at each station.

Table 3. Average RMS accuracy improvement.

Station E (cm) N (cm) U (cm)

PTGG 0.7 1.1 1.7
SIN1 1.2 0.1 3.3
STR1 0.6 0.1 0.1

GAMG 0.6 0.2 0.4
NNOR 0.3 0.3 3.4
MAL2 1.4 1.4 4.5

Average 0. 8 0. 6 2.2

4. Conclusions

Precise real-time satellite clock offset product is the basis for obtaining reliable real-
time PPP solutions. However, the real-time estimated BDS clock offsets often contain
abnormal values. This study proposes a linear real-time moving short-term prediction
model and algorithm to detect outliers after analyzing the abnormal values in the real-
time estimated BDS-2/BDS-3 clock offset. The algorithm includes real-time clock data
preparation, frequency detection, phase detection, and real-time linear moving prediction.
Some typical abnormal types of satellite clock offsets, such as outliers, frequency jumps,
and phase jumps, are first discussed to validate the proposed algorithm. The performance
of the algorithm is then evaluated for all satellites with one-week real-time clock offset data.
The grey model and the ARIMA model are compared with the linear model in both the
quality of abnormal clock detection and the performance of clock prediction for illustrating
the advantage of the linear model. Finally, the PPP with the real-time estimated satellite
clock products before and after the abnormal clock detection is carried out to verify the
effectiveness of the proposed method.

Experimental results show that the proposed algorithm can detect hour-boundary
biases, identify abnormal clock offsets caused by the phase or frequency modulation,
and correctly remove the corresponding BDS-2/BDS-3 clock outliers. Compared to the
grey model and the ARIMA model, the linear model has a better clock performance
improvement for the GEO, IGSO, and MEO satellites. The GEO satellite has the most
significant improvement, then the IGSO satellite, and the last is the MEO satellite since the
accuracy of the real-time clock is related to the satellite orbit type due to poor orbital error
of the GEO and IGSO satellite. The average STD accuracy of all satellites is improved by
15.5%, 10.3%, and 11.5% with the linear model, the grey model, and the ARIMA model,
respectively. The clock prediction experiments show that the linear model has the best
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prediction accuracy, and the accuracy of the predicted clock offsets decreases rapidly with
the increase of the prediction time length. Thus, it is more suitable to adopt the moving
short-term linear clock prediction method to maintain good prediction and detection
performance accuracy. The PPP results demonstrate that the abnormal clock detection
algorithm could improve the positioning accuracy by 8.1%, 13.3%, and 16.9% in the east,
north, and up components, respectively.

In conclusion, it indicates that the linear moving short-term clock detection algorithm is
effective and feasible for controlling the abnormal values in the estimated real-time satellite
clock offsets. This method also has a good perspective on monitoring the performance
variation of the onboard BDS satellite clocks in real time. In future studies, we will focus
on how to classify the abnormal clock types automatically for providing a reliable real-
time clock monitoring and alerting service. Moreover, there are some deficiencies in the
algorithm. When switching the reference clock in the real-time clock estimation process,
subsequent periods of the clock will contain systematic bias from this reference. We set
additional empirical values in the clock prediction threshold to avoid deleting normal
epochs by mistake. However, some huge systematic biases would be remarked as outliers.
So, in future work, we want to find math rules to replace the empirical values in the
prediction threshold.
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